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 GRADE 3 (8 - 9 years old) 

UNITS

STARTERS

Starters is a set of 60 reading comprehension units divided into 10 different semantic 
fields and structures. This set of unit has been designed for students of 3rd and 4th 
grades (Primary school). Each unit contains a text, an audio recorded with the reading, 
online activities and a PDF with the complete unit. With these units you can work struc-
tures such as CAN, THERE IS - THERE ARE, HAVE, ... and vocabulary like HOBBIES, DAYS, 
CLOTHES, ANIMALS, ...

It is the level that follows the units of Level 0.

LEVEL 0

“Level 0” is our group of units for the students of the Initial Cycle of the school (6-8 
years old). It is our starting point to work on reading comprehension from an English 
text in class.

27 units divided into 9 different semantic fields (Celebrations, food, hobbies, body, 
classroom, clothes, family, my favourite and house) that allow students to learn vo-
cabulary and structures.

Each of these 27 units is based on a different character and contains the TEXT, audio, 
online activities and PDF with the whole reading comprehension unit.

LISTENING

“Listening” is a group of 20 units that aims to work structures and vocabulary from 
20 different semantic fields. Working the listening part is the main objective of each 
unit from a reading and its audio recording.

Each unit contains the text, the audio of the reading, online activities and a PDF with 
the complete unit.

Description, family, routines, school, free time, favorite city, subjects, favorite music, ... 
are some of the semantic fields that can be worked on.

VIDEOS

Unit group consisting of 21 videos that help us work on topics such as description, 
family, routines, home, best friend, television, ... from Jen, a Scottish girl who explains 
it to us.

Each of these 21 units consists of a video, the text of this recording, online activities 
and a PDF with the complete unit.
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FLASHCARDS

We have a lot of flashcards divided into 16 different vocabulary semantic fields (abec-
edary, animals, body, celebrations, classroom objects, clothes, colors, food, hobbies, 
jobs, numbers 1-10, prepositions, rooms, sports, the time, the weather)

On the flashcard page you can create your flashcard PDF with images + name and 
with unnamed images.

VOCABULARY

15 vocabulary units in PDF to download and work on the activities that are best for 
you in class. These units are divided into (animals, body, celebrations, classroom ob-
jects, clothes, colors, food, hobbies, jobs, numbers 1-10, prepositions, rooms, sports, 
the time, the weather).

GAMES ONLINE

90 online games that allow students to study, review and have fun while learning. 
These 90 games have been divided into 15 different semantic fields of vocabulary 
(animals, body, classroom objects, clothes, colors, Christmas, food, Halloween, hob-
bies, jobs, numbers 1-10, prepositions, rooms, sports, the weather)

The language contents necessary to play with these activities are the contents that 
appear in the flashcards section.

CORNERS

BINGO

PDF with 16 bingos to review vocabulary playing. Each of the 16 bingos works a se-
mantic field of different vocabulary (colors, numbers, animals, ...).

BATTLESHIP

PDF with 14 Battleships (ship wars) to work structures and vocabulary playing. Very 
useful for oral repetition of structures (HAVE, CAN, LIKE, ...).

MINIBOOKS

PDF with 11 minibooks to download. Divided by semantic fields. Each of the mini-
books contains 8 images with the corresponding name. (Cut out and read)
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POSTERS

PDF with 11 posters containing drawings of the same semantic field with the corre-
sponding names. (Reading)

SCRABBLE

PDF with word templates. (Cut out and paste)

DICTIONARY

PDF with pictures and names of a specific vocabulary semantic field. (Read - Read 
+ Spell)

SPELLING

PDF with 24 groups / sessions of 10 words each in order of difficulty. Each group of 10 
words corresponds to the work of a session. Each new word group starts with 5 of the 
previous one so you can review it. (Spell and read)

BOARD GAMES

PDF with board games. You only need dice and chips to count. There are spell, read-
ing, vocabulary games ... In each game there are instructions for playing. (Speak and 
revise content)

DOMINOES

PDF with 17 domino games separated by semantic vocabulary fields. (cut out and 
play)

ALPHABETICAL ORDER

PDF with a 10 space template to paste the words into the alphabetical order. (cut out 
and glue on)


